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CONVERGENCEOF
LINEARAND NONLINEARPADÉ APPROXIMANTS
FROM SERIES OF ORTHOGONALPOLYNOMIALS
BY

D. S. LUBINSKY1 AND A. SIDI
Abstract.
Analogues of the Nuttall-Pommerenke theorem and Wallin-type theorems for classical Padé approximants, are proved for linear and nonlinear Padé
approximants formed from series of orthogonal polynomials, corresponding to a
distribution da( x ) with at most finitely many sign changes.

1. Introduction. Let a(x) be a real function, defined
(finite or infinite) such that the distribution da(x) has
changes in /—say ¡i many—and such that a(x) assumes
We assume there exists a sequence of real polynomials
that <f>is of degree exactly y and is normalized so that

(1.1)

J^{x)4,j(x)da{x)

in the interval / = (a, b),
at most finitely many sign
infinitely many values in /.
<fy(x),/ = 0,1,2,...,
such

0

if, 7^,

±1

]¡i=j.

A consequence of (1.1) is that for some constants Aijk, we have
•+j

(1.2)

*,(*)*,(*) =

1

Aljk4>k(z).

k=\i-j\

We shall refer to the following lemma in the sequel (compare Cheney [ 2 , p. 110],

Stahl [21,pp. 134-135]).
Lemma 1.1. Let fix) be a function integrable in I. If k>

(1.3)

jf(x)<b,(x)da(x)

= 0,

ju and

i = 0,l,2,...,k,

then fix) either has at least k — ju + 1 sign changes in I or has infinitely many zeroes

in I.
Proof. Let £, < £2 < £3 < • • • < ^ be those points in / at which da(x) changes
sign, and define \p(x) = Uf=x(x — i-¿). Then dß(x) = \p(x)da(x) is a distribution
having only one sign in /, and ß(x) has infinitely many points of change. Suppose
that for some integer v satisfying 0 ^ v < k — ¡i + I, fix) changes its sign precisely
at the v points T), < r/2 < ■• • < tj„ in /. Define P(x) - ÜJLx(x — r/,). Then P(x)fix)
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is of one sign in /. Further, as the polynomial P(x)\p(x)
gives

has degree v + ¡i < k, (1.3)

0 = ff(x)P(xU(x) da(x) = ff(x)P(x) dß(x).
As fix)P(x) and dß(x) have one sign in /, it follows that fix)P(x) must vanish
almost everywhere with respect to dß(x) and so f(x) has infinitely many zeroes in /.

D
Corollary.

<j>k
has at least k — /x distinct zeroes in I, for k > ¡x.

For more information on <pk,in the case when ¡xs= 1, see Stahl [21, pp. 134-136].
Of course the case ju = 0 is included in our results.
Definition
1.1. Let fix) be such that the integrals f = j!f(x)<pj(x)da(x),
j = 0,1,..., all exist. Given nonnegative integers L, M, the linear Padé approximant
[L/M](z) to fix) is defined to be a rational function PL(z)/QM(z), where QM(z)
= 0 and PL( z ) are polynomials of degrees at most M and L respectively, such that

(1.4) f{QM(x)f(x)-PL(x))<j>,(x)da(x)=0,

i = 0,1.....L + M,

that is QMf — PL is orthogonal to all polynomials of degree at most L + M. The
nonlinear Padé approximant (L/M)(z)
to fix) is defined to be a rational function
P*(z)/Q*M(z) where Q*M(z) 7e 0 in / and P*(z) are polynomials of degrees at most
M and L respectively, such that

(1.5) f(f(x)~

(L/M)(x))<t>i(x)da(x)=0,

that is, / — ( L/M ) is orthogonal

i = 0,1,... ,L + M,

to all polynomials of degree at most L + M.

Remarks, (a) Using (1.2), it is not difficult to see that (1.4) gives rise to
L + M + 1 linear equations in the L + M + 2 parameters of [L/M](z), and that
only /•, 0 < j < L + 2M, enter these equations. Similarly it can be seen that (1.5)
gives rise to L + M + 1 nonlinear equations in the L + M + 2 parameters of
(L/M)(z)
and that only/, 0 <j < L + M, enter these equations. Furthermore, as
stated in Cheney [2, pp. 178-179], the linear Padé approximants always exist. But it
is not true that the nonlinear Padé approximants always exist. As for uniqueness,
[L/M] or (L/M)
are not known to be unique in general. When a'(x) > 0 almost
everywhere in / and/(x) is real in /, uniqueness of (L/M)(z)
was proved by Sidi

[20].
(b) We note that the linear Padé approximants were introduced by Maehly [16] for
the case <f>= 7}where {7}} are the Chebyshev polynomials. Subsequently Cheney [2]
defined linear Padé approximants from series of general orthogonal polynomials and
Holdeman [11] considered more general approximations. Fleischer [5] applied the
linear Padé approximants from Legendre polynomial series to some scattering
problems in nuclear physics. Later Fleischer [6] introduced the nonlinear Padé
approximants from Legendre polynomial series and gave a method for constructing
them, which makes use of the fact that orthogonal polynomials satisfy the relations

convergence

of linear

and nonlinear

PADÉAPPROXIMANTS
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in (1.2). Clenshaw and Lord [4] introduced the nonlinear Padé approximants from
Chebyshev series (Chebyshev-Padé table) and gave a recursive method for computing them. Sidi [19] gave another recursive method for computing these approximants, which complements the method of Clenshaw and Lord [4]. Later Gragg [9]
considered some convergence properties of the Chebyshev-Padé table. Recently
Chisholm and Common [3] have considered Padé-type approximations from
Chebyshev series. Suetin [22] was the first to prove a general convergence
theorem—namely an analogue of the de Montessus de Balloré theorem, as well as
convergence in capacity of general nondiagonal Padé approximations under the
assumption a'(x) > 0 almost everywhere in /. However the authors have been
informed by the referee that Suetin's proofs are incomplete as they are based on
incorrect results of Rahmanov. Here the authors prove analogues of the NuttallPommerenke theorem and Wallin-type theorems under weaker assumptions on a.
They also prove a de Montessus de Balloré type theorem under weaker assumptions
on a, but with more restrictions on the functions involved.
Definition 1.2. For each « > 1, let P„ denote the class of polynomials of degree
n, leading coefficient 1. For a compact set E C C, we define its logarithmic capacity

cap(£) by
(1.6)

cap(£) = lim
«-00

/

\x/"

min max I P(z) I

\ PeP„

zEE

and extend the definition to noncompact

capí/7) = sup{cap(£)

I

F by

\E C F, E compact}.

See for example Hille [10, Chapter 16] for logarithmic capacity.
Definition
1.3. Given m > 1, e > 0, we use t(m, e) to denote a lemniscate of the
form {z 11P(z)\< e") where 1 < n < m and P E P„. If m = 0 or e = 0, £(m, e)
denotes the empty set. Given lemniscates t(mk, ek), k = 0,1,2,...,
we set
00

(1-7)

limsup£(mA,eJ=
*

fi

00

U£(m*,«*),

n— I k = n

that is, lim¿ sup t(mk, ek) is the set of points which belong to infinitely many of the
t(mk,ek).

Note that cap(£(w, e)) = e (Hille [10]). See [14] for a study of sets of the form

(1-6).

_

_

Definition
1.4. For any complex function fiz), we define fiz) = /(z), where, if
f(z) is analytic at z0 with Taylor series 1™=0an(z — z0)n, then/(z) is analytic at z0

with Taylor series 2^=0ä„(z —z0)".
Of course, if /( z ) is real in R, then/(z) = /(z).
Definition
1.5. Given the formal orthogonal
2°°=0a7-fy(z)and integers 0 < m < n < oo, we set
[U]ttm= i
j=m

a,</>,..

polynomial series U(z) =
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When m (respectively n) is omitted, the lower (respectively upper) limit is taken to
be 0 (respectively oo). For negative m, we set [U]nm= [U]q.
See for example Wallin [24, Lemma 2] for a proof of the following useful lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Let Q(z) z 0 be a polynomial of degree less than or equal to M. Then,

for\z\<R,
sup {\Q(t)/Q(z)\}
l'l"=K

^(3R0)M/\Q*(z)\

,

where R0 — max{l, R) and Q*(z) = Il,"=1(z — z,) and where z,,...

,zn are the zeroes

ofQ(z)in {z\\z\^2R}.
2. Error formulae. The following is the analogue of the well-known contour
integral error formula for classical Padé approximants.
Theorem 2.1. Let C be the boundary of a connected open set D, and assume the
finite interval I is contained in D. Let fiz) be analytic in I, and let fiz) and fiz) be
meromorphic in D. Let L, M be nonnegative integers such that M > it. Let S E Pp,for
some p < M — ¡i, be such that both S(z)fiz) and S(z)fiz) are analytic in D and on C.

(a) For all z ED,

(2.1) f(z)-[L/M](z)

I f [ (/(0ß*(0fi('. *) +!{t)Q„{t)Ut, z))S{t) dt.

2tri Jr

(QM(z)S(z)(t

- z))

Here

(2.2)

Sk(t, z) = (Rx(z)/Rx(t)

+ (-l)k-lR2(z)/R2(t))/2,

for k = 1,2, and Rx(z) and R2(z) belong to PL+M+,

, with all their zeroes in I.

(b) If fiz) is real in I, thenfor all z E D,

(2.3) f(z)-(L/M)(z)

¿7/
f(t)Q%(t)S(t)R(z)/ (Q*M(z)S(z)R(t)(t- z)) dt,
Í7TI Jç
where R E PL+M+X-P¡and has all its zeroes in I.
(c) If fiz) is not necessarily real in I, but if fiz) and fiz) are analytic in D, then for

allz ED,

(2.4) f(z)-(L/M)(z)

= J^fU^QMi'Mt,

z) +f(t)Q%(t)Ut,z))/ (Q*M(z)(t
- z))dt.

Here,

(2.5)

f,(r, z) = (R3(z)/R3(t)

+ (-l)k~]R4(z)/R4(t))/2,

for k — 3,4, and R3(z) and R4(z) belong to PL+, _ß with all their zeroes in I.
Proof, (a) Set A(z) = QM(z)f(z) - PL(z). As the ¿v(z) are real on /, (1.4) in
Definition 1.1 implies that both A(z) and Â(z) are orthogonal to «^(z), 0 <j < L +

M. Then for k = 1,2, 8k(z) = (A(z) + (-l)k-xh(z))/ik~x

is real and analytic in /,
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and orthogonal to <t>j(z)for 0 < / < L + M. By Lemma 1.1, there exist polynomials
Rk, k — 1,2, in PL+M+x-fi with all their zeroes in / such that 8k(z)/Rk(z) is analytic
in /, k — 1,2. Further we see S(z)8k(z) is analytic in D, k = 1,2. Then Cauchy's
integral formula gives, for all z E D and k = 1,2,

(2.6) S(z)8k(z)/Rk(z) = -±-f

S(t)8k(t)/(Rk(t)(t-

= j-fcS(t){f(t)QM(t)

z))dt

+ (-l)k-]f(t)QM(t)}/(tk-xRk(t)(t - z)) dt.

Here we have used the fact that S(t)PL(t)/(Rk(t)(t
— z)) is analytic as a function of
t outside D, and is 0(\ t \'2) as | /1 -» oo, since its numerator has degree < p + L «£ L
+ M — fx, while the denominator has degree exactly L + M + 2 — fi. Solving for
8k(z) from (2.6) and using A(z) = [8x(z) + i82(z)]/2, gives (2.1) and (2.2).
(b) Here/, (L/M) are real in /, so by (1.4) and Lemma 1.1,/- (L/M) has at
least L + M + I — ft zeroes in /. The result follows as before.
(c) Here we again define A(z) = Q*M(z)f(z) — P*(z) and see that A(z) and A(z)
are orthogonal to <fy(z),0 < ;' < L. The proof is completed as in (a). D
The following is the analogue of formulae developed by Nuttall [17] and Wallin
[23] for classical Padé approximants.

Theorem

2.2. Let fix)

j = 0,1,2,...,

be such that all the moments fj = J,f(x)4>j(x) da(x),

exist. Let H^(w, z) = 2J=J>j(w)<bj(z) for 0 < m =s n < oo. Let S E

P and let the nonnegative integers L, M satisfy M > 2p.

(a) For[L/M](z)

= PL(z)/QM(z),

(2.7)
e[L/M;

z] = [Sf]L+2"~p(z)/S(z)

- [L/M](z)

=[[5/][--;"wôJÎ++LAl7-P(^/(5(z)ôM(-))
= f[Sf]t-p:2M(x)QM(x)Ht:3M%V-P(^z)da(x)/(S(z)QM(z))^
(b) For (L/M)(z)
(2.8)

= P*(z)/Q*M(z),

e(L/M;z)=[f]L+M(z)-(L/M)(z)

=[if]t^+iQ%vL:2x%)/Q*M(z).
Proof, (a) We have
(2.9)

V=[Sf]L+2M-"QM-SPL

= S(fQM-PL)

+ {[Sf]L+2M-»-Sf)QM.

Now by Definition 1.1, fQM —PL is orthogonal to <f>k,0 < k < L + M, so
S(fQM - PL) is orthogonal to 4>k,0 < k < L + M - p. Similarly[Sf]L+2M~p- Sf
is orthogonal to </>t,0 =s k < L + 2M - p, so ([Sf]L+2M'p - Sf)QM is orthogonal
to <¡>k,
0 < k < L + M —p. Hence Vis orthogonal to <¡>k,
0 «s k < L + M —p, so
V=

[V]L+M-P+X

=[[Sf]L+2M-"QM]L+M_p+x
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(as SPL has degree at most L + p^L

(2.10)

+ M —p, and by (2.9))

=[[snt^rpQM]LL:iMs;+x,

(as [Sf]L~pQm has degree at most L + M - p and [Sf]L+2M~pQM has degree at
most L + 3M —p). The first part of (2.7) follows easily upon dividing by SQM(z)
in (2.10). The second part of (2.7) follows by substitution for H[+jfl~x~!Lp(x,z).
(b) is very similar to (a). D
3. Convergence of diagonal sequences. The following is the analogue of the
Nuttall-Pommerenke Theorem for classical Padé approximants [17,18].
Theorem 3.1. Let fiz) and fiz) be analytic in C\E where cap(E) = 0. We assume
I C C\ E. If I is unbounded, then we require first E to be bounded, secondly I to be
only semi-infinite, thirdly f(z) to have at most a pole of finite order at infinity, and
fourthly all moments of f to exist. Let {[Lk/mk]] be aviven sequence of linear Padé
approximants to f such that, for some X 3= 1,

(3.1)

l/X^Mk/Lk^X

allk>l,

andlimk^xLk
— oo. Then
(a) Given r, e, 5 all positive, there exists k0 such that, for all k 2* k0,

(3.2)

\f(z)-[Lk/Mk](z)\<e^»>,

for | z | < r except on a set Ek such that cap(Ek) < 8. If G is a compact subset of C\E
containing no limit points of poles of {[Lk/Mk]], then (3.2) holds uniformly in G for

large k, that is G n Ek = <bforlarge k.
(b) There exists a subsequence {[L'k/M'k]} of {[Lk/Mk]} such that

(3.3)

lim|/-[L;/M;]|(z)'/(í-i+A/í)

= 0,

k~* oo

allz E C\F where cap(L) = 0.
(c) Any pole of f of order n is the limit of at least n poles of [Lk/Mk] counting
multiplicities, as k -» oo. Any nonisolated singularity or isolated essential singularity is
the limit of poles of[Lk/Mk] whose total multiplicity -» oo as k -» oo.

Proof, (a) This follows using equations (2.1) and (2.2). Following, we provide the
details.
Case 1. E, I bounded. Choose r > 1 such that E, I E [z 11z |< r}. Choose 0 < 17
< 1 such that dist(£, /) 3=3tj, where dist(£, /) is the distance between E, I. Let
0 < y < 17be given. Since cap(£) = 0, we can choose an integer / > 1 and T E P,
such that

(3.4)

EE{z\\T(z)\<y'}=tx(l,y).

Using y <: 17,it is easy to see that we can assume all T's zeroes lie at most tj from E,
and hence lie at a distance of at least 2rj from /. Define C = C, U C2 where

(3.5)

c, = {í||r(0|=Y'};

C2={r||r|=*},

with R > r + tj. Since / G C, implies / is at most a distance y from one of T 's
zeroes, we see

(3.6)

dist(C,/)>T/.
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From here on, we shall drop the subscripts k from Lk and Mk. From (2.1), (2.2)

and from (3.5), (3.6), we have for ; = 1,2,
max|£('.

z)|<((c

+ r)/-q)L+M+'~fi

all|z|<r

(EC,

(3 7)

max\$,(t,z)\<((e

+ r)/(R-c))L+M+]

"

all|z|<r

\,

l£C2

where I = (a, b) and c = max{| a | , | /? |}. Next choose « > X. Choose S = T"
where n is the greatest integer < (M — /i )/(«/). Then for M large enough, S has
degree p = nl, where

(3.8)

M/(2u)

<p<(M

- n)/u<M-

fi.

Let 1 > 0 > y be given. Then £,(/, 0) contains £,(/, y) in its interior, hence there
exists positive A such that z G £,(/, 0) implies | / — z \> A for all ? G C,. Next,
Lemma 1.2 shows that there exists a lemniscate £2(M, 0) with foci at the zeroes of

QMin {z 11z |< 2R) such that
(3.9)

snp\QM(t)/QM(z)\^(3R/6)M

all | z |< Ä, z G t2(M, 0).

\t\<R

Obviously, we can replace QM(t) by QM(t) in the left-hand side of (3.9). Lemma 1.2
also shows

(3.10)

sup\S(t)/S(z)\<(3R/6)P

all \z\< R,z g £,(/, 6)

where again S(t) may be replaced by S(t). Further

(3.11)

sup\S(t)/S(z)\^(y/6)p

allz g £,(/, 8).

'EC,

We now use (3.5) to (3.11) to bound the right-hand side of (2.1). For all |z |< r,
such that
zí£M=

{£,(/, 0)u£2(M,0)}

n {z||z|<r},

we obtain
|/-

[L/M]

| (z) < *{((c

+ r)/T])L+M+'-\3R/6)M(y/6)P

+ ((c + r)/(R

- c))L+M+i~fi(3R/O)M(3R/0)P},

(where ATis a constant depending only on/, f,Cx,C2,y

(3.12)

and 0)

<K'{txm + t2m),

where
T1= ((c + r)/,)I+X(3Ä/i)(Y/*)I/P")

and
T2=((c

+ r)/(Ä-C))1

+ 1/X(3Ä/0), + ,/"

and K' depends only on/, /, C,, C2, /t, r, 0, r/, /?. We have used (3.1) and (3.8) here.
Next, using cap(£( •, 0)) < 0 and the well-known inequality cap(Fx U F2) «s
(</(F, U F2) max,cap(/;))1/2, we see cap(£M) < ((2r)0)'/2 < 8 if 0 is chosen small
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enough, 0 being independent of M. Having
were chosen in advance, we can choose R
(e/2)1 +x (possible as the power of R in t2 is can choose y so small that y < min{0, tj}

chosen 0, and noting that c, r, X, «, tj
so large that the term t2 is less than
1/À + 1/co < 0). Having chosen R, we
and so that the term t, is less than

(6/2)' +\ The estimate (3.2) then follows from (3.12).
Case 2. Either E or I is unbounded. Using a device due to Wallin [24, Theorem 4, p.

444] this problem may be reduced to a case very similar to Case 1. Let r, e, 8, all
positive, be given, and choose ¿£R\(/U£)
such that \d\»r.
Consider the
bilinear transformation vv= l/(z — ¿/) <=>
z = l/w + d. I and E in the z-plane are
mapped to / and É in the w-plane such that:
( 1) E is compact and / is a finite real interval.
(2) / fi É = 0 since only one of / and E is unbounded.

(3) cap(L) = 0 (see Wallin [24, Lemma 3b, p. 442]).
Further, if / is unbounded, then w = 0 G / and fiz) has at most a pole of
finite-order—say order v—at z = oo. If / is bounded, define v — 0. Then in either
case/(w) = w"f(l/w + d) is analytic in C\É. Let N = max{L, M] and PL(w) =
wN+"PL(l/w + d) and Qu(w) = wNQM(l/w + d). Then A(w) =f(w)QM(w) PL(w) = wN+vk(l/w + d) where A(z) = f(z)QM(z) - PL(z). Since Re(A(z)) and
Im(A(z)) have at least L + M = 1 — /i zeroes in /, it follows that Re(Ä(w)) and
Im(Ä(H>)) have at least L + M + 1 — ¡u zeroes in /, since w is real when z is real.
With this observation, we can derive formulas for fiw) — PL(w)/QM(w) as in
Theorem 2.1, with the following differences: Note that the degree of PL(w) is at

most N + v and degree of QM(w) is at most N and L + M > (1 + l/X)N, which
follows from (3.1). Then in (2.1), /?,, i= 1,2, are chosen to be in Ps, where
s = greatest integer < (1 + l/X)N + 1 —p. Further we choose S EPp where p ^
N/X — /i. As for the convergence proof, we proceed as in Case 1, but choose
S(w) — T"(w) where n = greatest integer *£ (N/X — /x)/(«/). See Theorem 1 in
[15] for the modifications in a similar situation. For (b) and (c), see the proof of

Theorem 1 in [15]. G
Remarks, (a) When / is nonreal in R, the linear (and nonlinear) Padé approximants do not interpolate to/, so Theorem 3.1(a) is not contained in Theorem 4 of

Wallin [24].
(b) It is no restriction to assume both / and / are analytic outside E. If / has
singularities £, of capacity zero, then / and / are analytic outside E = Ex U Ex and

cap(L) = 0.
(c) As in Karlsson [12], Theorem 3.1 holds for a slightly larger class of functions.
Theorem 3.2. Let fiz), fiz), I and E be as in Theorem 3.1 and assume (3.1) holds.
If f is nonreal in I, we require E = 0 and liminîk^xLk/Mk
> 1. Then the results

stated in parts (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3.1 hold with [L/M] replaced by (L/M).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1(b),(c) in much that same way Theorem 3.1

follows from Theorem 2.1(a). D
4. Convergence of nondiagonal sequences. Suetin [22] stated a de Montessus de
Balloré type theorem for linear Padé approximants, as well as convergence in
capacity of general nondiagonal sequences of linear Padé approximants, provided
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a'(x) is positive almost everywhere in the finite interval I.2 The contour integrals
(2.1), (2.3), (2.4) enable one to prove convergence in capacity of nondiagonal
sequences without such a restriction on a, but only in a much smaller region than the
ellipse considered by Suetin (cf. Theorem 3, 4 in [15]). For simplicity we restrict
ourselves in this section to functions meromorphic in C.
Theorem 4.1. Let I be a bounded real interval. Let f be meromorphic in C with poles
of total multiplicity q (0 *s q *£ oo). Let {Lk] and {Mk} satisfy \imk^x(Mk + l)/Lk

= 0. Further let limk^xMk = oo if q = oo; but let liminf^^

Aí¿ > p' + juif q < oo,

where p' (< 2q) is the smallest integer such that for some Sx E P both Sx(z)f(z) and
Sx(z)f(z) are entire. For the nonlinear Padé approximants, we place the additional
restrictions that either f be real in I or q = 0.

Let Uk(z) denote either [Lk/Mk](z) or (Lk/Mk)(z).
Then:
(a) Given r, e, 8 all positive, there exists k0 such that, for k s* k0,
(4.1)

|/(z)-

so that lim^^

Uk(z)\<eL>

all\z\<r,z

&Fk = £(2Mk,8L*/M>),

cap(Fk) = 0.

If G is a compact subset ofC containing no poles off, or limit points of poles of {Uk},
then the estimate in (4.1) holds uniformly in G for large k, that is, G n Fk = 0 for

large k.

(b)
(4.2)

lim |/(z) - Uk(z) |1/L* = 0 allz E C\E
k-*cc

where

(4.3)

E C limsupt(2Mk,8^/M")
k

and

lim 8k = 0.
*-°°

(c) // z0 is a pole of f of order n, then z0 is the limit of at least n poles counting

multiplicity of {Uk(z)] as k -* oo.
(d) Ifn = 0 andp' = q < oo and Mk = qfor large k, then {Uk} converges uniformly
and geometrically

to f in compact subsets of C containing no poles off.

Proof, (a) Consider the linear Padé approximants first. Let C= {/||r|=/i}
where R> r. Choose the smallest integer p such that for some S6Pp both S(z)fiz)
and S(z)fiz) are analytic in | z |< R. Let us drop the subscripts k in Lk and Mk.

Then (2.1) and (2.2) hold. For /' = 1,2, we see
max |£,(/, z)|<((r
tec

+ c)/ (R - c))L+"+1~"

all|z|<r,

where / = (a, b) and c = max{| a | , | b \). Then we obtain, using (2.1) and Lemma

1.2,
|/-

[L/M]

| (z) « K((r + c)/ (R - c))L+M(3R/8L'M)M+p

all | z | < r, z G £(M + p, 8L/M) where ATis a constant independent of L, M, z and
the lemniscate £ has foci at the zeroes of SQM in {z 11z |< 2R). The result follows if

we choose R large relative to r + c and to I/o, and as M + p «£M + p' < 2M for
2However the referee has informed the authors that his proofs are incomplete.
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large M. The proof for the nonlinear Padé approximants follows similarly from
Theorems 2.1 (b), (c).
(b) follows from (a).
(c) follows from (a)—see [15, Theorems 3,4].
(d) follows from (a), (b), (c) and the restrictions on M, p'. D
Remarks, (a) Although sets of the form (4.3) may seem unaesthetic, there is no
simpler way of writing the exceptional set in the general case. See [14] for a study of
such sets. It is well known that when limk^xMk log k/Lk = 0, E satisfying (4.3) has
Hausdorff dimension zero, and when 1k(Mk + l)/Lk < oo, E satisfying (4.3) has
logarithmic capacity zero.
(b) One consequence of Theorem 4.1(d) is that if da(x) is of one sign in /, even if
it vanishes identically in some subinterval of /, then the orthogonal expansions to
entire functions / converge uniformly to / in compact subsets of C. A similar result
holds for functions analytic in certain finite domains containing / (cf. Theorems 3,4
in [15]). A second consequence of Theorem 4.1 (d) is that if/has poles of finite total
multiplicity p in C and if the poles are symmetric with respect to the real axis (true
for example if / is real in R) then [L/p] -» fiz) as L — oo except at /'s poles,
provided only da(x) is of one sign in I.

5. Wallin-type theorems. In this section, we prove results analogous to those of
Wallin [23], using Theorem 2.2. In addition to (1.1), we assume that

(5.1)

\^(z)\<(T(z))",

in C, where I\z) > 1, is uniformly bounded in compact subsets of C, and is
independent of n. In particular, when / is bounded and a'(x) is positive almost
everywhere in /, it follows from Theorem 3.7.4 in Freud [7, p. 123] and the maximum

modulus principle, that (5.1) holds.
Theorem

5.1. Let fix) be as in Theorem 2.2 with the notation therein. Let S E Pp

and define b}= jif(x)S(x)<t>j(x)da(x),
lim inîk^xMk > 2p and define
ma\{Mk, Lk]
(5.2)

Nk =

j = 0,1,2....

Let {[Lk/Mk]} be such that

all k » I if lim supLk/Mk — oo,
£-*

00

Mk all k > 1 // lim sup Lk/Mk < oo.
k-* oo

Set
(5.3)

Pk = max{\bJ\\Lk

-p<j<Lk

+ 2Mk - p}w"k

all k > 1

and assume

(5.4)

limp, = 0.
k-* oo

(a) Given /">l,0<r/<l,e>0,
k^k0,

(5.5)

there exists a positive integer k0 such that, for

\e[Lk/Mk;z]\<p^N",
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all | z |< r, z G Fk = t(Mk + p, e) so cap(FA) < e. Here e[L/M;
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z] is defined by

(2.7).
(b) If a monotone increasing sequence {ck} satisfies

(5.6)

lim ck = oo but
k —•oo

lim pkck = 0,
k-.cc

then

(5.7)

lim\e[Lk/Mk;z]\l/a"+M")

= 0 allzEC\E,

k — oo

where

(5.8)

E Cümsupt(Mk,ckpk).
k^cc

In particular,

when limk^00[Sf]k(z)

= (Sf)(z)

in D C C (where fiz)

fix) analytically from I to D) then limk^x[Lk/Mk](z)

continues

= f(z) all z G D\£.

Proof, (a) We shall drop the subscripts k from Lk, Mk, and so on. Using the
second part of (2.7), the definition of H^(x, z), using Definition 1.5 and (5.1), (5.3),
we see

(5.9)

| e[L/M; z] \< 4^1

a | (x)]JM2{TxT{z)fL+M)pN
sup | QM(t)/QM(z) |/| S(z) \

where Tx = sup{T(i) \t E I}. Now Lemma 1.2 shows that

(5.10)

sup | QM(t)/QM(z) l/l S(z) |< (3r)v/ew+',
re/

all |z|«£r, z £ F = £(M + /?, e), this lemniscate having foci at the zeroes of
SQM(z) in | z |< 2r. Finally, we note that (5.2) implies that there exists X > 0 such

that N>XL, while N > M. The result now follows from (5.4), (5.9), (5.10) and the
uniform boundedness of T(z) in compact subsets of C.
(b) Let {rk} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers such that limk^xrk =
oo and let Tk — sup(T(z) 11z |< rk] all k > 1. Then (5.9) and Lemma 1.2 give for
some constant d independent of k, and for all | z |< rk, z G £(M, ckpk),
| e[L/M;

z] |< (dTkfL+M)pNk(3rk/

^{(dTkr

(ckPk))M'/[ S(z) \

+ ^3rk/ck}N/\S(z)\,

(since N ** M and N >XL and rk/(ckpk) > 1 for large k, by (5.6)). If we choose rk
to tend to oo sufficiently slowly with k, we obtain (5.7) and (5.8) as limk^xck = oo.
The finitely many zeroes of S(z) can be included in the lim sup in (5.8) by changing
some sparse subsequence of foci of the lemniscates in (5.8). D

Theorem 5.2. Let f be as in Theorem 2.2 with the notation therein. Let {(Lk/Mk)}

be given and let [Nk] be defined by (5.2). Further let
pk = max{\fJ\\max{Lk-

Mk+ 1,0} <j < Lk + A^}'7"'

allk>

1,

and assume (5.4) holds. Then (a), (b) in Theorem 5.1 hold, if we replace e[L/M;

e ( L/M; z ) and set p = 0, S = 1.

z] by
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Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 5.1, but uses Theorem 2.2(b).

□

Corollary
5.3. Assume / = [-1,1] and that a'(x) is positive almost everywhere in
I. Let fiz) be analytic on I, and let & be the largest ellipse with foci at -I, 1 and major
and minor axes respectively on the real and imaginary axes, such that f has poles of

finite total multiplicity p inside S. Let {Lk}, [Mk], {pk), {ck] be as in Theorem 5.1.
Let 2r be the sum of S's major and minor axes. Let D(z) = z + (z2 — l)x/2, the
branch of(z2 — 1)'/2 being chosen to be real and positive for real z > 1. Then

Urn sup |/-

[Lk/Mk] | (z)1/<L>+ w'U|Z)(z)|A,

k-> oo

all z inside &, z $ E where E satisfies (5.8). A similar result holds for nonlinear Padé
approximants and the case p = 0.

Proof. Choose S G P such that (fS)(z) is analytic inside S. Then

limsup|(/S)(z)-[/S]*(z)|>/*«|Z>(z)|/r
k —oo

inside S.
See Freud [7,Theorem 3.7.4]. D
Corollary

5.4. Let f,{Lk),

{Mk}, {Nk], {pk} be as in Theorem 5.1 or Theorem

5.2.
(a) // for some a > 0, 1kpak < oo, then E in (5.7) and (5.8) has a-dimensional
Hausdorff measure zero, that is ta — m(E) = 0.

(b) If for some y > 1, S^log l/pk)'y < oo, then E in (5.7) and (5.8) has Hausdorff
(logl/t)-y -m(E) = 0.
(c) If Ik(log l/pk)'] < oo, then E in (5.7) and (5.8) has cap(E) = 0.
Proof, (a) One can choose monotone increasing [ck] satisfying (5.6) and
2k(ckpk)a < oo. Then the a-dimensional form of Cartan's lemma [1, p. 194] shows
that E has a-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero.
(b), (c) are similar to (a). D
When da(x) is of one sign in /, the theorems of this section hold for unbounded
intervals without further restrictions. This may be seen by modifying (5.9).
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